these transitional
spaces
June 30 - August 26, 2012

Opening Reception: Saturday, June 30, 2012, 5:00 - 8:00pm

In addition to interpretive exhibition materials, Franklin Street
Works also provided the following education programs:
- A Conversation: Recording Realities with Seth Kelly and Karsten
Krejcarek, on Thursday, August 30, 2012, from 6:00 - 7:30 pm

Exhibition also includes artist biographies in the café

These Transitional Spaces
exhibition checklist

These Transitional Spaces is a group exhibition organized around contemporary art objects whose representational
imagery crystallizes the temporal. The exhibition is curated by Seth Kelly for the not-for profit space, Franklin Street
Works in Stamford, Connecticut. The art in These Transitional Spaces was chosen for its ability to simultaneously
represent the time of its making and suggest the inpossibility of a specific time and space being fully captured. Artists
include Matt Ducko, Ilana Halperin, Dana Hoey, Adam Putnam, Karsten Krejcarek, John Miller, and Matthew
Ronay.
Upper Gallery (clockwise starting left from Franklin Street entrance):
Matt Ducklo
WTVY Dothan, 2011
C-Print
Courtesy of the artist

Dana Hoey
Rainbow Painter, 2012
Digital C-Print
Courtesy of the artist and Artists Pension Trust

John Miller
Pear Ubu, 1993
Plastic pear, nylon monofilament
Courtesy of the artist

Matthew Ronay
Cloak of Tears, 2009
Cotton, nylon waxedchord, paint, plastic, pine, walnut
Courtesy of the artist and Andrea Rosen Gallery

Stairwell Wall:
Aura Rosenberg
The Astrological Ways: Saggittarius, 2010
Acrylic on Black Velvet
Courtesy of the artist

Downstairs Gallery:
Ilana Halperin
Physical Geology (cave cast/slow time), 2008-09
Limestone mineral deposit and etched copper
Courtesy of the artist

Matthew Buckingham
The Six Grandfathers, Paha Sapa, in the Year 502,002
2002
Black and White Digital C-Print and Wall Text
Courtesy of Murray Guy

Karsten Krejcarek
Nueva Era de Santo Daime, 2010
Audio Installation, running time is 1 minute, 50 seconds
Courtesy of the artist

Black Box, Small Gallery:
Adam Putnam
“Untitled”, 2012
2 Channel video projection, 2 surveillance cameras, 12watt light bulb, balsa wood, table
Courtesy of the artist

Spaces

These
Transitional

June 30 - August 26, 2012

Curated by Seth Kelly for Franklin Street Works

A large black circular piece of fabric with slit
openings, tassels, and a hood; a photograph of
two newscasters, a hovering pear, a photograph
of three people and a tree and a rainbow; a large
black rectangle, with parts of two bodies in white
paint; a slab of stone resting on a piece of copper,
on a mirror on a table; a photograph of a mountain
face and rows of dates and text on the wall; a dark
space, a projection of a tunnel; a chair in front of two
speakers playing a song.
These transitional spaces take time. I have had a
personal relationship with each work in this show,
some for nearly 20 years, some starting a few months
ago. They impose themselves over the books I
read, the films I see, and my experience with other
artworks. They organize themselves in my mind in
a crystalline manner, growing bonds and structure
amongst themselves. Outside of my thought
process, I am pretty sure they actually represent time
slowed or at least weakened. Each work has its own
intentions, and each artist participating in this show
comes from differing concerns about art making.
The selection of these works are based on questions
about whether art can do such things as change space
-- if the observation of art is the change within a
space and if the change is communicable. Can an
artwork be a portal to another realm and at the same

time solidify and become matter in order to be what
it represents? I have my doubts, but I feel the effects
of these objects all the time.
This song is a calling in another language, an older
language, sung by a male and female voice that
sounds as if they are from the same person; the
projected light of an architectural fragment is in
motion, has a rhythm coming in and out of phase -- it
is in that room, made by that room; the photograph
of the mountain face is familiar, and I know it from
only now in the middle time, but it is represented
here at the end of a million years, heavily scarred
by culture; the stone slab is constructed by a human
and by geological processes, inscribed, holding
information, limestone, copper, mirror and found
wooden table, its materials a tautological strata; they
are white body prints on a soft black fabric, a giant
negative, male and female nude bodies transposed
into one structure; in the large photograph, a long
haired male and two females rest with eyes closed
under a tree with freshly painted bands of color on
a cement wall, the male character, an archetype, all
three in a dream state, the tree in hyper focus; the
pear is made of plastic though it looks real, floating
in space via mono-filament suspension, very clear
reality though a falsity, a word play though a still
life; the photograph is of one black male newscaster

and one female white newscaster, a mese en scene
where they tell a story without moving, not looking
into the eye of a television camera; this is a cloak
and hood made by a human for himself to wear,
a constructed skin of cloth and cutting, paint and
talismanic objects, the oldest thing in this town.
Seth Kelly, curator

About the Artists:
Matthew Buckingham’s work challenges the
viewer to see the familiar and the unknown. He uses
photography, video, audio, writing, and drawing to
investigate the past and the present and to question
the role that memory plays in our daily lives. With
The Six Grandfathers, Paha Sapa, in the Year 502,002
Buckingham takes the stone carving of our nation’s
leaders on Mt. Rushmore and transports them through
time. Buckingham’s work has been on display in many
institutions including The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, the Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington,
DC, and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago.
In 2004 he was awarded a Henry and Natalie Freund
Teaching Fellowship at the Washington University
School of Art in St. Louis, Missouri. He lives and
works in New York City.
Matt Ducklo was born in Memphis, Tennessee, in
1973. Since receiving his MFA from Yale University,
Ducklo has participated in numerous exhibitions in the
U.S. and Europe, including a solo show featuring Touch
Tour Pictures where he photographed the blind tactilely
experiencing works of art in museums. His photographs
have been exhibited at the Queens Museum of Art in
Queens, New York, and included in publications such as
Art in America, The New York Times, and The Brooklyn
Rail. At first glance, Ducklo’s photographs

might appear to be straight documentation, but, upon
closer inspection, a tension emerges between public and
private via the artist’s ability to find an uneasy intimacy
in public situations. Matt Ducklo lives and works in
New York and Memphis.
Ilana Halperin, born in New York in 1973, started
her career as a stone carver. Today she is known for a
practice that is based on a variety of geological activity.
According to the Halperin, her work, “explores the
relationship between geological phenomena and daily
life. Whether boiling milk in a 100 degree Celsius
sulfur spring in the crater of an active volcano or
celebrating my birthday with a landmass of the same
age, the geologic history and environmental situation
specific to the locale directly informs the direction each
piece takes.” Halperin’s photographs, drawings, and
sculptural installations often document her experiences
and research travels. Halperin has exhibited
internationally in group and solo exhibitions. She has
received many honors, including the Creative Scotland
Artist Award. Halperin lives and works in New York
and Glasgow.

Dana Hoey was born in San Francisco in 1966 and is
now based in New York. Her photography examines
female relationships in often staged and ambiguous
settings. Her work has been exhibited in solo
exhibitions at the Hirshhorn Museum, Washington,
DC, and at the Tache Levy Gallery, Belgium. Hoey’s
work is in major museum collections, including the
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, California,
the Guggenheim Museum, New York, and the Los
Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art, California. She
currently teaches at Columbia University, New York.
Karsten Krejcarek is a New York-based sculptor,
photographer, and video maker. Krejcarek’s work is
concentrated on esoteric narrative, mystical symbolism
and natural landscape. In the recent past, he participated
in ceremonial, unworldly and magic plant rituals with a
shamanistic healer in the jungles of the Upper Amazon.
It was during this time in the forest that he expanded
upon ideas of multiplicity, telepathy, and symbiotic
relationships between nature and the unconscious—
concepts that have largely influenced his practice and
informed the narrative structure of his recent work.
Krejcarek received an MFA from Columbia University
in 2000, is an adjunct faculty member of New York
University, and has regularly exhibited his work over
the last twelve years.

Adam Putnam currently lives and works in New
York City, where he was born in 1973. Putnam
earned his BFA from Parsons School of Design and
his MFA from Yale University before going on to
exhibit internationally, partnering with organizations
such as Serpentine Gallery, Creative Time, and the
Whitney Museum of American Art. His work has been
featured in dozens of publications, including The New
York Times, Modern Painters, Flash Art, and Art in
America. Putnam’s early career focused on performance
works, which expanded on concerns of conceptual
art from the 1970s and used the human body as a
tool for expression. His more recent work focuses on
architectural spaces where inanimate structures are the
protagonists in multi-media installations.
John Miller was born in 1954 in Cleveland, Ohio. He
currently splits his time between New York City and
Berlin. Miller attended Rhode Island School of Design,
Providence, in 1977 where he received his BFA. He
continued his training at the Whitney Museum of
American Art Independent Study Program, New York,
and received his MFA from the California Institute
of the Arts, Valencia, California in 1979. Miller, who
creates sculptures and installations via a mix of found
and constructed objects, also includes performance,
painting, and photography in his practice. He has

exhibited internationally with solo exhibitions in major
art cities such as Cologne, New York, and London.
Miller also writes about art with dozens of published
articles, including texts in ArtForum and Bomb
magazines.
Matthew Ronay is originally from Louisville,
Kentucky, and currently lives and works in Brooklyn,
New York. Since receiving his MFA from Yale in
2000, Ronay has exhibited extensively, including solo
exhibitions at La Conservera, Murcia, Spain; Artpace,
San Antonio, Texas; and several exhibitions at Andrea
Rosen Gallery, New York. His work has been reviewed
in publications, including Art in America, ArtForum,
and Art Review. Cloak of Tears is in keeping with
Ronay’s larger body of work in its dual life as artwork
and functional object. Ronay elaborates on this in an
interview for Modern Painters, “I love the functional
aspect of artwork, even if you are pretending it has
function. If you want to make your work meaningful,
make it useful.”
Aura Rosenberg, who is based in New York and
Berlin, has exhibited in countless group exhibitions
and has mounted solo shows at venues such as Sassa
Trulzsch, Berlin, and White Columns, New York.
Rosenberg has received grants for her work and
her teaching, including a Warhol Foundation Grant,

and three books have been published about her art.
Rosenberg’s projects often involve elements from
photography. Her images straddle the visceral and
intellectual, ranging from bodies of work inspired
by writer and critic Walter Benjamin’s texts to site
specific and staged works that explore sexuality. With
Astrological Ways, the artist explains, “The title of this
series refers to a 1972 black light poster that I bought
on 42nd Street when it was still filled with porn shops.
The poster, titled ‘The Afronomical Ways,’ equates sex
positions with astrological signs. On a black velvet,
flocked background, it depicts ecstatic day-glo couples silhouettes with Afros - cavorting among the stars.”
About the Curator:
Working in sculpture, drawing, and performance, Seth
Kelly has exhibited widely since receiving his BFA
from the School of Visual Arts in 1995. Venues have
included New York galleries PPOW and Marianne
Boesky as well as the Greater New York exhibition at
P.S.1 in Long Island City. His work has been covered in
Art in America, the New York Times, and the Brooklyn
Rail. More recently, Kelly has expanded his practice
to include performance and has started curating
exhibitions, organizing “The Audio Show” at Friedrich
Petzel Gallery in 2009.

Exhibition Checklist
Upper Gallery (clockwise starting left from Franklin Street entrance):
Matt Ducklo
WTVY Dothan, 2011
C-Print
Courtesy of the artist
Dana Hoey
Rainbow Painter, 2012
Digital C-Print
Courtesy of the artist and Artists Pension Trust
John Miller
Pear Ubu, 1993
Plastic pear, nylon monofilament
Courtesy of the artist
Matthew Ronay
Clock of Tears, 2009
Cotton, nylon waxedchord, paint, plastic, pine, walnut
Courtesy of the artist and Andrea Rosen Gallery

Stairwell Wall:
Aura Rosenberg
The Astrological Ways: Saggittarius, 2010
Acrylic on Black Velvet
Courtesy of the artist

Downstairs Gallery:
Ilana Halperin
Physical Geology (cave cast/slow time), 2008-09
Limestone mineral deposit and etched copper
Courtesy of the artist

Matthew Buckingham
The Six Grandfathers, Paha Sapa, in the Year 502,002
2002
Black and White Digital C-Print and Wall Text
Courtesy of Murray Guy

Back Entrance Alcove:
Karsten Krejcarek
Nueva Era de Santo Daime, 2010
Audio Installation, running time is 1 minute, 50 seconds
Courtesy of the artist

Black Box, Small Gallery:
Adam Putnam
“Untitled”, 2012
2 Channel video projection, 2 surveillance cameras,
12watt light bulb, balsa wood, table
Courtesy of the artist
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The image on this postcard is a detail from the original zine designed by curator Seth Kelly on the
occasion of “These Transitional Spaces” at Franklin Street Works, June 30 - August 26, 2012

An
Evening
With

PoemAlley

This booklet was published on the occasion of a collaborative
event between Franklin Street Works and PoemAlley, creating
a unique opportunity for the two groups to expand their roles
as hubs for creative exchange and dialogue in Stamford,
Connecticut. To make this project possible, PoemAlley members
were invited to see the exhibition, These Transitional Spaces,
and to write poems inspired by the exhibition or a single work.

PoemAlley is a local poet organization based in Stamford,
that continues to provide a weekly opportunity for poets,
confessional/anecdotal writers, spoken word, and hip hop
artists to share and discuss one another’s work --all within the
warm and enduring walls of Stamford’s own Curley’s Diner.
The group encourages openness, innovation, and discussion,
meeting every Tuesday night at 7:30pm for poetry readings,
debates, and food.

Eleni P Begetis Anastos “Big Mama”
“CHILDREN OF THE RAINBOW”

Three people assembled
On the green grass
‘Neath the parabola
Where the rainbow births and dies
Children of the Earth
Without gender
Hands and bodies intertwined
Gazing into space with closed eyes
Grasping the rainbow’s flamboyant colors
Seeing with the eyes of the soul
Feeling each others essence
Creating masterpieces

Bill Buschel
“Winter’s White Heart”

Out the window
An Icy white sheet of snow
blankets the yard.
The room fills
With the day’s late light.
An age-etched sadness
Creases all it falls on.
Dust dances.
The weight’s dark canvas fades.
Nothing hidden in the cold light
Stretching through the house.

Bed sheets
Fingers touch
Tongue
Breath
Lips
Breast
Thigh
Hot
Wet
Soft
Rough

Smooth
Dry
The sweet
The bitter
Touching
Soft
Soft
Wanting

Entering
Deep
Hot
Wet
The hot white
The white hot center
The white hot center of you.
The hot
The white

white
hot

center of you.
heart

of you.

The white
heart

the white

white

Cold white sheets layer the bed you will never know.

Richard Duffee
“The Puppetry of the Young at Heart”

1. Their Re-Creation
At noon the nursery school swung out its doors.
Chris and I marauded to his hillside home.		
Cowboys and Indians big as our thumbs		
rode plastic horses on the wooden floor		
but did not seem content with anything.
They’re spoiling for a fight—that’s what we thought.
We picked them up so they could stoop like hawks
in mid-air with our pudgy fists for wings.		
(In those days, helicopters weren’t routine.		
No one even dreamt of pilotless drones.) 		
Mid-air clashes garnered credit from our tones—
the grunts and growls that filled our bloodless scene,
the “rerrerrer’s” and “rarrarrar’s” we used—		
while we could choose who’d win and who would lose.
2. Their Hostilities
We never saw a cowboy make so bold		
to fight alone to satisfy just hubris. 			
Someone in a plastic factory’s office		
decided his will by authorizing molds.		
That manager chose molds with practiced guile		
to make his market caterwaul and plead		
to make our parents pay to silence greed, 		
and wash their hands of us to free them awhile—
while we prepared for wars their tax financed—		
to work to pay that tax, plus interest and rent.
Indians fought to avoid being sent 			
to camps to learn the tenants’ circumstance. 		
Aiming his gun, the cowboy, with straight face		
could say, “Indians just don’t know their place.”

3. Their Convenience
CNN makes Congress hard to ignore.		
They talk Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan,			
Somalia, Libya, Syria, Oman. 			
Before it was Panama, El Salvador,		
Grenada, Nicaragua, Vietnam.			
Their talk deletes as much: Indonesia,		
Angola, Chile, Congo, Columbia,		
Bolivia, Timor: soft targets for bombs.		
But whatever they say, I watch their hands 		
and see in them, so conveniently mute,		
cheap models that might wave, or else salute: 		
pale plastic cowboys, brown plastic Indians. 		
How the young at heart reap such great delight
destroying others’ lives until they fight.		

catherine ednie

“Six Girls, Omak, 1978”

brenda george
panther woman with dark skinned
glare behind hair curtains – even
as a girl, she carried
ominous forces in her pelvis,
frightened lighter children with her
thunder stare and just the
smallest suggestion of a fist –
slur for sure, but she
reached nobility for me just
by virtue of her savagery
janice dick
endangered prairie chicken, tell me –
flawless biscuit, playful eskimo, why –
your face a sunflower puzzle,
deep brown spirals in your
eyes, you were smaller than
the rest, eclipsed by your
big sister – how vulnerable? So
shocked at your attempted suicide
with vitamins in seventh grade
I’m frozen at the door
rosie peone
plagued with a variety of
syndromes – acne, FAS?, poor personal
hygiene, nearsightedness, bad teeth, and
then she got bitten by

a spider – see what that
venom can do to tender
belly skin – she was also
blessed with the caring of
her younger sister who changed
her dressings til it healed
ruby peone
was it indigenous or inner
wisdom that allowed you to
bend gracefully to any task
before you? 14? you seemed
much older
like a sunset
without guile like a rose
without rebellion reservation is your
country ruby of the colville
holds a jewel of granted
wishes in her quiet hand
mickie allen
dragonfly admires her trim beauty
blackbird loves her feathered hair
and sand her skin, coyote
learns a lesson from this
sly trickster, expert at enjoyments,
uncannily self-confident for an
8th
grader – didn’t want a baby
so took charge of contraception –
and why not, too much
fun awaiting, too soon old
lillie slimjohn

in my joy, I greeted
you
like first snow, dancing
in
your nightgown; in my
doubt,
I lost touch with
you
too early; in my
wish,
I find you, visiting
Yakima
or maybe Walla Walla;
in my myth, you are
a tribal elder, elevated with
a crown of apple blossoms
– Inspired by Matthew Buckingham’s The Six Grandfathers,
Paha Sapa, in the Year 502,002.
I selected six word portraits of girls I knew working as a volunteer at Pascal Sherman Indian School, in Omak, Washington, in 1978. These portraits were written in 2006.

caroline holme

“The Pear”

			suspended in air
			

on fine wire
is still—

			sounding its shadow
			

on a white wall—

			
			
the way I listen
			

for my shadow in silent

			prayer.

jim janke

“Bright Hair”

How is it you’re here in dreams?
Guess ‘cause I was thinking of your birthday on August 12th.
But I haven’t seen you in 43 years; don’t recall you at any of the
reunions.
Yet here you are, Barb, my old bright-haired hearthrob.
We’re adults now; you seem about 40, dressed very chic.
Still just as tall as me (how likely is that?)
Here at this place; seems sorta like an outdoor bazaar/cafe.
I’m with several annoying friends, but don’t know who they are.
You have a nine year old niece, and she keeps wandering off.
I want to ask if you got married and have children,
but somehow the words never come out.
Tell you there was a rumor your brother Chrissy had died.
A look from you like I’m nuts,
and say he’s living in Arizona with his wife and a few kids.
You remember I’d worked at a florist, and want advice on buying
a bouquet.
We walk to the end of the stalls, where there’s a little shop.
It is the season for Irises, and I suggest them.
We arrange a beautiful bunch, with complimenting flowers and
greens.
You’re quite elated, and give me an affectionate, lingering hug;
the first one since the night I won the Championship Challenge
Tournament,
49 long years past.
Now what weird metamorphosis is happening?!
During this time at the flower stand you’re steadily losing height,
or else I’m growing taller.
Are you Alice in Wonderland?
As you gather up the flowers, you’re at least 4” shorter than me.

What’s going on here?
Is this a candid Camera bit?...no,no; Funt died years ago.
You look mighty fine, Barb; fresh and sparkling as the iris
bouquet.
A warm, cheery goodbye, then you walk away,
though your niece is nowhere in sight.
The proud, upright stride is still there; that has not changed.
I watch as you grow smaller in the distance,
with sunlight glistening on bright auburn hair.

veronica jones

“enormous eye”

matthew’s
tears
stare
back
at
us
covered in
a garment
pretty enough
to mend a dress
ornaments dangle
off the lashes
of this crying
art
disguising
history’s wrong
anger was right
for finding it
removed hood
hangs separate
from the eyes
on the wall
unable to see
america’s face
left my ancestor’s life
not able to breath

rolf maurer

“Everyone’s Story from No Place”

What price Chuck Todd’s White House “Soup of the Day”
when 18 million children starve nationwide?
From what fuel pool does a leggy announcer draw the
shallow warmth
to render a breached reactor’s contents as so much
“radioactive stuff”?
Groomed to keep us in formation, rather than informed
habituated to “Leaning Forward”--forever “in this point in
time”
their internalization of a faux dimension unsparked by
causality or context
gives pause to the claim of being anchors for anything.
Cooking shows might evoke aunts’ kitchens, talk shows,
fathers’ dens
as seductive no-places with stage, lights, actors--even
scripts,
newsrooms can’t glow with the earnestness of even the
crudest showboat play
yet only they presume the authority to tell us what
everyone’s story should be.
While their digital hearths tirelessly cure cant into canon
wresting reality from well-coiffed fools must be done on our
timetable
because the stronger their prestige’s safety
the longer they prop up illusions of our own.

ralph nazareth

“The Jabbok”

Manuel, my man, paler than old Ramon, let me confess
there’s something in me that doesn’t love the order of the
heartbeat. One little blip in the works and, kaput, the gift of
an eternity shaped in the smithy of the stars is mere ash
scattered on the sea. / Ah, cursed cage for order, little do
you know the rusting agents are moles gnawing at the solder
joints and will surely break your choke-hold on the spirit of
flight. / So much would indeed depend upon the green pear,
shellacked or not, if it didn’t come with strings attached and
just floated in space defying the pull of earth. / But, alas, the
fruit falls, and falling rises, a Hiroshige wave, deadly crest of
water-lace curling over cowering men, only to fall back again,
and again the same. / There’s nothing much to do, you say,
but go up and down the stairs, zigzagging, the way up, the
way down, crystal or grime, one way or another, identical. /
And in the dark plot below the rustle of angel wings there is
a mighty wrestling through the night which will end, we know,
with a hip-bone broken out of joint, a man branded forever
as the one who strove with God and laid claim to a toehold
at best on forever shifting / ground.
Note: The Jabbok is a stream that flows into the River Jordan from the east. Genesis recounts the struggle between
Jacob and a stranger on its banks, a liminal space marking
the threshold of the promised land. (32: 23-25)

eva-maria palevich

“The Pears of Ribbeck”

I ran into John Miller’s plastic Pear Ubu
Floating on a monofilament. I got hooked.
Emotions touched me deeply;
all came back from long ago:
a tree in a garden with autumn’s golden pears,
reading Theodor Fontane’s poem
“Herr von Ribbeck auf Ribbeck im Havelland”
(Still, children have to learn and recite it at school.)
Then an interval of long blurred nothing…
or was it ashes?
1989 Berlin’s wall fell. Freedom!
Reunited, rebuilt, replanted pear trees.

cora santaguida

“Forbidden Fruit”

Standing halfway between
Beauty and mire
Blemish free skin
Holding chaos
Casting shadows
Based on time and circumstance
Swaying by breath and touch
Teetering from sweet
to unpalatable
Guilt
Shame
Death
With a thin line to heaven

rona schenkerman

“Untitled”
Wrapped in my lovers arms
reality becomes an illusion.
Floating in space
there is no beginning
to one of us
nor
ending to the other.
We are suspended in time.

41 Franklin Street, Stamford, CT 06901

www.franklinstreetworks.org

A HANDHELD TOUR of THESE TRANSITIONAL SPACES
On view through August 26
Welcome to Franklin Street Works! We are Stamford’s new, alternative not-for-profit contemporary art space. Our mission
is primarily educational, with programs that explore questions like: What is contemporary art today? How are artists’
practices changing and shifting? How does exhibition making work and how can curators contextualize artworks in an
expansive manner that allows audiences new perspectives on the works they see?
These Transitional Spaces is in keeping with Franklin Street Works’ mission of
presenting thematic group shows. Seth Kelly, who is an artist, curator, and art
handler in New York, NY, was asked to curate an exhibition at the invitation of
Franklin Street Works. The original show he developed is titled These
Transitional Spaces and explores artworks that resonate with Kelly, some for
many years, for their ability to spark viewer imaginations via the suggestion of
alternative spatiotemporal locales.

Note: To fully experience this tour, have your phone’s QR code
reader handy. QR code readers are available as free downloadable apps on your smart phone.

TOUR
When we first enter the Franklin Street Works gallery, Cloak of Tears by
Matthew Ronay greets us with its black fabric and white paint. The work is
designed to be hung in exhibitions but is also worn
by the artist in performances. Ronay says about
his overall practice, “The goal is to get far out &
follow intuitive threads.” Inspired, in part, by ideas
of myths and the subconscious, his art conjures
imagined worlds and several levels of
consciousness. Scan QR Code to see Ronay
activate the Cloak of Tears.
To our left, Matt Ducklo’s photo gazes back with a bit of
eerie stillness thanks to the plastered smiles and stiff
styling of the newscasters in Matt Ducklo’s WTVY
Dothan, 2011. From his Newscasters series, the work
suggests other spaces through the inclusion of set-like
elements. With Ducklo’s photograph, characters that
usually enter our homes from the virtual dimension of
television in the form of light and sound are frozen,
waiting for their cue.
You might then notice a hanging plastic pear, Pear
Ubu, by John Miller. Yes, it’s funny, a gesture, and a
pun! Pear Ubu, according to our music aficionado
friends is a play-on-words, referencing the band “Pere
Ubu” -- scan QR code for video of Pere Ubu
performance.
The plastic pear is a commercially purchased item, not
crafted by the artist. As a found object humorously

repurposed in an art setting, Pear Ubu is in the tradition of Dada -- an art movement that challenged
ideas of beauty and art after World War I. Pear Ubu is especially akin to “readymades” brought to the
art scene by Dada artist Marcel Duchamp. Here, a simple plastic pear is removed from the (possibly
dusty) plastic fruit bowl on a table. Instead, it is defying gravity, floating at eye level, and asking us to
reimagine the object’s usual, rather mundane, associations.
The yellow pear hangs a bit like a small yellow sun in the
sightline of Dana Hoey’s photo Rainbow Painter. Like the
pear, the real and imagined take a whimsical, somewhat
satirical, turn in this photo, which features a romanticized,
lounging artist and his muses. In Hoey’s photo, a “rainbow
painter” and two young women recline by a tree, framed by
a rainbow painted onto a concrete wall. The painting within
the photograph is made in a style
that straddles trompe l’eoil and street
art. Its artifice is obvious and a bit out
of place, creating a tension in the
photograph between the urban and pastoral, between the earthly and the
heavenly. Hoey’s images are always constructed through some sort of staging
and often explore issues of female identity. Scan QR code to see more
photographs by Dana Hoey.
Hanging above the stairs, a black velvet painting transitions us from the upstairs
gallery. In Aura Rosenberg’s The Astrological
Ways, Sagittarius, inverted silhouettes of paint on
canvas float within the field as the canvas floats on
the wall. Like the pear hovering in the gallery or the
rainbow painted on cement, these white bodies
drifting in black space are plucked from any typical
living situation and are then aligned thematically with
a heavenly pseudo-science through the artwork’s
title. Scan QR code to read more about Rosenberg’s
practice in her own words in ArtForum.
On the first floor of the gallery, Ilana Halperin’s Physical Geology (cave cast/slow time) evokes
the past via new, cast objects made of the
mineral composition found in cave formations
such as stalactites. Halperin often incorporates
geology into her works. Here, like the adjacent
Matthew Buckingham installation, past and
present are shifted
through suggestions of
other times and places
via our associations with
ancient times and caves.
For more on Halperin’s
Physical Geology series,
scan QR code.

With Matthew Buckingham’s The Six Grandfathers, Paha
Sapa, in the Year 502,002 C.E. the grand symbolism of a
nation’s leaders, fathers in stone, is transported into the future
through photo manipulation and a fictitious story laid out in
wall text. This installation is intended to engage us in a
narrative about Mt. Rushmore, challenging us to imagine an
unforeseeable future.
Buckingham’s work often asks the
viewer to see the familiar and the
unknown. He uses photography,
video, audio, writing, and drawing
to investigate the past and
present and to question the role
that memory plays in our daily
lives. To visit the artist’s website,
scan QRCode.
Truly exploring a space within a space, within
a space, Adam Putnam’s combination of
cameras and projectors creates an immersive
sense of place. Adam Putnam’s “Untitled”,
2012 is a live video feed of an architectural
model. The breathing “bones” of a building’s
interior anthropomorphizes domestic space,
creating a “living” room from a static object
using a “live” video feed. The location
becomes the subject, sexualized, yet devoid
of human bodies -- a place of projected space
and fantasy existing silently on its own. When
viewers walk in front of the projector, they
become part of the image on the wall,
completing the circle of real and imagined
space!
The final work in These Transitional Spaces is Karsten Krejcarek’s Nueva Era de Santo Daime. In
this sound piece, a voice
calls to the woods from a
fictional time in the future.
With Nueva Era de Santo
Daime, time, space, and
body coalesce in a
fictitious, time-bending
narrative via a melodic
tune sung in Portuguese.
This audio piece can also
be experienced in video.
To see the video of Nueva Era de Santo Daime, scan QR code.

